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Reviewer's report:

The authors generally well responded to the issues raised by the reviewer. Belows are the further concerns after reviewing the revised manuscript.

1. The descriptions on the diagnostic criteria of each disorder should be better placed in the Methods rather than in the Discussion.

2. Still, numerous gramma
   1) [4][5][6] on page 5 -> [4-6]
   2) "phobic postural vertigo" on Page 6 -> "PPV"
   3) "give raise to" on Page 9 -> "give rise to"
   4) "Diagnostic criteria applied in the clinic were: for PPV [18]." on Page 9 -> incomplete sentence. Please correct.
   5) "[19][20]" -> [19,20]
   6) question -> questions on Page 12

Level of interest: An article of importance in its field

Quality of written English: Needs some language corrections before being published

Statistical review: Yes, but I do not feel adequately qualified to assess the statistics.